
 INCLUSIONS* 
• All Local Transportation (Train and Private Charters)
• 6 Night Hotel Accommodations with Daily Breakfast 
• 4 Local Restaurant Dinners and 2 Lunches
• Local English-Speaking Tour Guides for City Tours
• Tour Manager Throughout the Trip
• All Activities and Tours Stated in the Itinerary
• Baggage Fees, All Tips and Gratuities

 * Subject to individual customization

FOURWINDS PRESENTS: 

TUSCANY 
A TASTE OF TUSCANY 

7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTSOld Town, Tuscany, Italy

SAFETY & SECURITY

We are: SYTA, NTA, IATAN, BBB, WPO, and ABA 
members and we are insured for $5,000,000.

SYTA Consumer Protection Plan
As we are privileged to be a member of SYTA

(Student & Youth Travel Association), founded in 1996 
to protect travelers younger than 26 years of age, 

Fourwinds Tours & Travel endorses and complies with 
SYTA’s strict code of ethics.

In addition, Fourwinds Tours & Travel meets
SYTA’s requirement that members have
tour protection coverage of $200,000.

Fourwinds Representatives 
Are Available 24/7 Throughout Your Trip.

Deeply rooted in its Renaissance history, 

take to Tuscany and discover the way in 

which its historical significance blends with 

its art and architecture to create an artistic 

hub that stands at the top with any like its 

kind in the entire world.

The Student Travel Specialists  
SINCE 1994 

NEW YORK 
30 Jericho Executive Plaza, Suite 500E 

Jericho, NY 11753 
direct: 516.334.2400 

toll-free: 800.896.3858 
fax: 516.334.2466

Email Questions to: 
sales@fourwindstours.com

mailto:sales%40fourwindstours.com?subject=


and shady 
promenades 
make it the 
perfect 
destination 
to explore 
by foot. 

You also 
have the 
chance to 
discover some 
of Tuscany’s 
delightful 
bakeries. Bread 
is essential to 
Tuscan cooking, 
and there is no 
lunch or dinner 
without fresh 
bred on the 
table. Whether 
it’s focaccia with 
rosemary or fresh croutons, it 
comes in all forms and you can 
discover the processes at some of 
the region’s oldest bakeries in Lucca.

DAY 7 - Departure
With new friends, new experiences and 
a new culture to bring back to America, it 
is time to depart back for home.

heart of the city featuring the Gaia Fountain. You can 
also admire the Public Palace, a masterpiece of Gothic 
architecture that features the Mangia Tower. 

Then, spend the afternoon strolling through these 
wonderful, winding streets. Siena’s twisting historic 
center, a UNESCO Heritage Center, is world famous for 
the best walking paths filled with historical sites.

DAY 4 - Chianti Region
No foodie-focused visit would be complete without 
a tour to the Chianti region, known for its wine 
and unrivalled charm, where woods alternate with 
vineyards and olive groves, in a landscape dotted with 
Romanesque churches, farmhouses, villas and castles 
of rare beauty. After touring the farm region, another 
wonderful cooking class is arranged for you to continue 
to learn about the magical culinary combinations that 
collectively create the Tuscan cuisine. Since you are 
visiting in the peak of the harvest, you can expect 
some wonderfully fresh produce and herbs to indulge 
in. Upon concluding your visit in Chianti, return to 
Florence to visit the Galleria dell’ Accademia, home of 
Michelangelo’s sculpture of David. 

DAY 5 - San Gimignano; Volterra
This morning it is off to the picturesque hill town of  
San Gimignano, with its intact medieval streetscapes 
and enchanting rural setting. This tiny city is small 
enough to stroll through on your own and you will 
have ample free time to explore its beautiful squares, 
architecture, churches, and side streets. From there, 
head to the fascinating town of Volterra, well known 
for its Roman Theatre, the Etruscan Gates, the Medici 
Fortress and unique Bishop’s Palace. Volterra is famous 
for its alabaster and you have the chance to visit an 
alabaster studio. Aside from learning about this magical 
craft, you are also able to enjoy the glorious view of the 
olive groves and Tuscan vineyards. 

DAY 6 - Lucca
Take a half-day, guided tour of Lucca, a 
true Tuscan jewel. Its Renaissance walls, 
cobbled streets, handsome piazzas 

TRIP DETAILS AT A GLANCE
 
DAY 1 - Florence
Arrive in Florence, where you are greeted by your 
private transportation and tour leader who will 
accompany you throughout the trip. Upon entering this 
capital city, you immediately are surrounded by the 
wonderful churches and enormous palaces that radiate 
with its historic significance.

There is no better time to experience the colors and 
magnificent flower bloom than in the springtime, and 
you will enjoy a walking tour to introduce you to the 
vibrant city through its art and architecture. Standing 
in the middle of Piazza della Signioria invokes thoughts 
of those masters like Da Vinci and Boticelli who walked 
the streets centuries ago. Other sites you encounter 
on the tour include the exquisite Loggia dei Lanzi and 
its sculptures, the Old Palace, and a stroll over Ponte 
Vecchio, a covered bridge renowned for its beautiful 
jewelry shops. You may even be able to visit the Boboli 
Gardens in the afternoon and take in everything 
from the incredible rose garden to the Museo delle 
Porcellane. From here, you can enjoy the amazing 
views of the Florentine countryside.

DAY 2 - Uffizi Gallery; Cooking Class
Wake up to a delectable array of morning treats in 
the hotel and enjoy a delicious buffet breakfast before 
departing for the renowned Uffizi Gallery. Home to one 
of the most impressive collection of Italian Renaissance 
masterpieces, it boasts works by Michelangelo, 
Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci and Giotto. Our “skip the 
line” reservation will allow you ample time to enjoy the 
works inside.

The afternoon brings a hands-on cooking class as you 
dive into the tastes and traditions of Tuscan cuisine. 
Learn about the secrets of the region’s flavors, the 
basic ingredients of traditional fare and enjoy the 
experience of preparing and eating some of the most 
classic Tuscan dishes.

DAY 3 - Siena
After another delicious breakfast, it is time to head off 
for a day excursion to Siena, where you are welcomed 
with a guided walking tour of this mysterious city. 
Stroll through the Piazza del Campo, the shell-shaped 

PRICING
Available Upon Request.  
Prices can be inclusive or exclusive of airfare.

TRAVEL INSURANCE  
Optional, but Recommended.
Review and download travel insurance information »

CHOICE PLAN COVERAGE DETAILS

https://fwindsweb.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/Product_Flyer_w_enrollment_Student_Choice_SCGB-1217_011918_fourwinds.pdf
http://policy.travelexinsurance.com/SCGB-1217

